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Characterization of Cathode Materials via Soft
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

Li2MnO3 V
discharge

charge
Li+

cathode anode

LiCoO2

LiFePO4

Soft X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) give us
direct information of valence electrons

• Transition metal (TM) L2,3-edges : 2p → 3d, (4s)
• Oxygen K-edge : 1s → 2p, 3p

Redox behavior during
charge/discharge cycle?
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Ab-initio Calculations of XAS

Wurzite

Zinc blend 

Rock salt

H k = Ek k

Input
• atomic numbers
• atomic coordinates

Quantum mechanics

Theoretical fingerprints 
Map local structure to a spectrum

Theoretical spectra

No adjustable 
parameter

3Mizoguchi et al., Phys. Rev. B 70, 045103 (2004).



Ab-Initio Methods for XANES/ELNES

Typical element

Transition metal
Rare-earth

K-edge, L-edge [deep core]

K-edge, L-edge [shallow core (< 100eV)]

independent particle approximation
• Supercell + DFT + core-hole
• Multiple scattering theory

two-particle theory – strong excitonic effects
• Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE)

K-edge (main features)

L2,3-edge, M4,5-edge, K-pre-edge

• Supercell + DFT + core-hole
• Multiple scattering theory

many-electron theory – multiplet effects
• Configuration Interaction (CI)

No universal method for simulating all edges of all elements!
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Multiplet Effects on TM-L2,3 XAS
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Ti-L2,3 XAS of SrTiO3

Non-relativistic
one-electron calc.

Relativistic
many-electron
calc.

Exp.

TM-2p

TM-3d

Strong correlations
core-hole & 3d electrons

Relativistic effects
e.g. spin-orbit coupling

Ti4+ (d0)

Ikeno et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 21 (2009) 104208.

Relativistic one-
electron calc.

Modifies spectral shape
Multiplet Effect

electron ρ(r): electron cloud

nucleus

dr

DFT calc. fails
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Go Beyond DFT!

-e

+Z1e +Z2e

Initial state

Final states

EI, YI

EF, YF

ħw
H�(r1, . . . , rN ) = E�(r1, . . . , rN )

• Many-body problem
• relativistic effect (core-levels)
• explicit inter-electron interactions

Difficulties in calculations
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Calculations for XAS using Model Hamiltonian

Charge Transfer Multiplet method
• Model Hamiltonian
• Fit spectra with adjustable parameters

Slater integrals: Fk, Gk

Crystal field splitting: 10Dq
Hubbard parameter: Udd, Upd
Charge transfer energy: Δ

L Little predictive performance
L Only for highly symmetric systems

the lower the symmetry, more adjustable    
parameters are required

Development of a ab-initio approach has been 
strongly desired

v No adjustable parameter
v Applicable to arbitrary atomic structures

de Groot et al., Phys. Rev. B 42 (1990) 5459.
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Ab-Initio Multiplet Approach

(Hartree-Fock, DFT)Independent particle approximation

CI wavefunction – Linear combinations of Slater determinants

Dynamical correlations between 2p and 3d electrons

{fi(r)}: one-electron states
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Many-Electron Hamiltonian
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Kinetic energy, spin-orbit coupling, potentials from nuclei

Inter-electron interactions
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One-electron integrals

Two-electron integrals

CTM: adjustable parameters
Crystal field splitting (10Dq)
hopping integral (t)
Charge transfer energy (D)

CTM: Atomic value (HF)
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Details of Calculations

SrTiO3 unit cell
TiO6

8- cluster embedded in 
the array of point charges

Sr

Ti

O

• Solving Dirac equation with Local Density Approximation (LDA)
𝑐𝜶 ⋅ 𝒑 + 𝑚𝑐'𝛽 + 𝑣*+, 𝒓 + 𝑣+. 𝒓 𝜙0 𝒓 = 𝜖0𝜙0 𝒓

• Model cluster (one TM ion and coordinating ligand ions)
• Madelung potential
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TM-L2,3 XAS of V2O3, MnO, and FeO
V2O3 (d2) MnO (d5) FeO (d6)
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Theoretical Fingerprints of TM-L2,3 XAS
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’ INTRODUCTION

Transition metal oxide crystals with topotactic and reversible
lithium insertion/extraction capability, such as LiCoO2, LiNiO2,
LiMn2O4, and their alloys, have been used as cathodes of a
lithium ion battery.1!3 Although they have already been used
commercially, many studies for improving their electrochemical
performance, such as lifetime and rate capability, are still ongoing.
Characterization of the transition metal ions in the cathodes during
the charge/discharge cycles is one of the essential points for such
studies. Among the many techniques, spectroscopic methods to
measure X-ray absorption near-edge structures (XANES) and
electron energy loss near-edge structures (ELNES) at transition
metal L2,3-edges (M L2,3-edges) are very powerful to selectively
observe the electronic states and local environment of transition
metal ions. The spectral shapes of XANES and ELNES are nearly
the same when ELNES is measured with transmission geometry,
thereby providing identical information.

XANES/ELNES at the M L2,3-edges has been interpreted
simply by comparing with experimental spectra of reference
compounds (experimental fingerprints). Sometimes, the oxida-
tion states of transition metal ions have been qualitatively analyzed
based on chemical shift and the intensity ratio of L3/(L3 þ L2)
(the branching ratio). However, such procedures cannot be used
for the analysis of yet-unknown systems in which no experimental

spectrum is available as a reference. Good theoretical tools having
the predictive performance of theoretical fingerprints should
therefore be very useful.

XANES/ELNES in general correspond to the transition from
the core orbital to the unoccupied band of the selected element
following the electric dipole selection rule. Two approaches have
been widely used for studying theoretical XANES/ELNES. One
is the supercell DFT calculation with a core hole.4!14 The other
is the multiple scattering method.15,16 Both have been successful
for making reliable theoretical K XANES/ELNES. However,
they cannot reproduce the M-L2,3 XANES/ELNES, which is
dominated by the M 2pf 3d transitions. Because of the strong
electronic correlation among spatially localized M-2p core hole
and M-3d electrons, the spectral shape is strongly modified from
the empty 3d density of states: this is known asmultiplet effects.17,18

Conventional theoretical approaches for the M-L2,3 XANES/
ELNES are the crystal field multiplet (CFM) and charge transfer
multiplet (CTM) methods.19 Although the CFM and CTM
methods have succeeded to simulate many M-L2,3 XANES/
ELNES, they cannot predict the multiplet structures a priori,

Received: March 14, 2011
Revised: April 25, 2011

ABSTRACT:With the ab initio multiplet method, transition metal
(M) L2,3-edge X-ray absorption near-edge structures (XANES)
and electron energy loss near-edge structures (ELNES) can be
predicted in detail. In this study, theoretical fingerprints, their
orientation dependences, and theoretical branching ratios of M L3-
and L2-edges for LiMO2 and Li-extracted MO2 (M = Mn, Fe, Co,
Ni) are obtained. The spectra are found to be strongly dependent
on the oxidation state and spin state of M ions in all compounds,
which proves that they can be unambiguously determined by
matching the experimental spectra with the theoretical fingerprints.
The variation of the spectra with the crystal structure is small in
LiMO2, whereas it is sensibly large in Li-extractedMO2. This can be ascribed to the difference in covalency betweenM-3d andO-2p
as represented by the fraction of the O-2p in the molecular orbitals that are mainly composed of M-3d atomic orbitals in M3þ/M4þ

oxides. The L3/(L3þ L2) branching ratio is also computed systematically. It depends on the atomic numbers, oxidation states, and
spin states of M ions but is insensitive to crystal structure. The effects of Jahn!Teller (JT) distortion on the spectra are examined for
Mn3þ and Fe4þ (d4 high-spin state). The presence and orientation of the distortion can be easily and clearly detected by measuring
the orientation dependence of the spectra, although the orientationally averaged spectra do not change much with the distortion.
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Ab initio charge transfer multiplet calculations on the L2,3 XANES and ELNES
of 3d transition metal oxides
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The L2,3 x-ray absorption near-edge structures (XANES) and electron energy loss near-edge structures
(ELNES) of 3d transition metal (TM) oxides are systematically calculated by the ab initio charge transfer
multiplet (CTM) method using fully relativistic molecular spinors on the basis of density-functional theory. The
electronic excitation from molecular spinors mainly composed of O-2p to those of TM-3d , that is, charge transfer,
is included by considering additional electronic configurations in the configuration interactions. The effects of
the covalency and charge transfer on the TM-L2,3 XANES are investigated in detail. The power of the ab initio
CTM method to quantitatively reproduce the spectra is demonstrated. Meanwhile, limitations of the application
of the method are discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.83.155107 PACS number(s): 78.70.Dm, 31.15.am, 71.15.Qe

I. INTRODUCTION

Both x-ray absorption near-edge structures (XANES) and
electron energy loss near-edge structures (ELNES) are pow-
erful techniques to observe the electronic structure of selected
elements in materials.1,2 They monitor the electronic transition
from core states to unoccupied states. Thus, they reflect
information about the oxidation states, spin states, chemical
bonding, and atomic coordinates of the element of interest.3,4

XANES is particularly useful for examining trace amounts
of elements. ELNES can be used for sub-nanometer-scale
analysis. Their application is not limited to crystals and they
can be applied to amorphous and lattice imperfections. To
extract such information, however, a good theoretical tool
that has predictive performance without using adjustable
parameters is indispensable.

Two approaches have been used to compute XANES/
ELNES theoretically within the independent particle ap-
proximation. One is called the multiple-scattering approach,
which basically computes the scattering phenomena of the
excited electron associated with x-ray absorption or electron
energy loss.5–7 This approach is also a standard technique for
analyzing extended x-ray absorption fine structures (EXAFS).
The other approach is a density-functional calculation using a
large supercell with the inclusion of a core hole.8–10 Most of
the K XANES/ELNES and L2,3 XANES/ELNES of typical
elements can be well reproduced by the independent particle
approximation.

In the case of 3d transition metal (TM) L2,3
XANES/ELNES, which are dominated by the 2p-3d tran-
sition, the independent particle approximation breaks down.
Spectra show widely spread multiplet structures because of
the strong electronic correlations among spatially localized 2p
core-hole and 3d electrons. To treat the electronic transition
from the core level, relativistic effects should also be consid-
ered. In many 3d TM compounds, neighboring ligand atoms
contribute to the spectral shapes of L2,3 XANES/ELNES. In
the case of 3d TM oxides, strong covalent bonding exists
between the TM-3d and the O-2p states. In addition, the

charge transfer (CT) from oxygen ions to TM ions plays
an important role in determining the spectral shapes of the
TM-L2,3 XANES/ELNES of some 3d TM oxides. Thus,
the contribution of ligand ions should be included in the
calculation of TM-L2,3 XANES/ELNES.

Conventional theoretical approaches for the analysis of TM
L2,3 XANES/ELNES have been the semiempirical ligand field
multiplet (LFM) method and the charge transfer (CT) multiplet
(CTM) method, where crystal field effects are incorporated
into an atomic multiplet calculation using the group theoretical
formalism.11–14 In both the LFM and the CTM approaches, the
ligand field effects are considered using empirical parameters.
In the CTM approach, the contribution of ligand orbitals is
treated as the configuration interaction (CI) with an additional
atomic configuration, that is,, 3dn+3dn+1L for the initial state
and 2p53dn+1 + 2p53dn+2L for the final states, where L
denotes a hole on ligand orbitals. CT energy and hopping
integrals between the ligand state and 3d are introduced as
additional empirical parameters to describe energy levels.
Sometimes two or more charge-transferred configurations are
considered. The agreement between experiments and theory
is improved for covalent systems or high-valency systems by
including the charge-transferred configurations. However, this
method has a clear limitation because of the use of adjustable
parameters. The number of parameters increases when the
TM ion is located in lower symmetry sites, which decreases
the predictive performance of multiplet structures.

Recently, several nonempirical approaches to TM-L2,3
XANES/ELNES have been developed. The present authors
have developed a relativistic CI method for XANES/ELNES
using a small cluster model. The four-component wave
functions, which are the eigensolutions of a single-particle
Dirac equation, are used as the basis for a CI calculation. In
this paper, the four-component single-particle wave function
is referred to as a “spinor” in the strict sense. The interactions
among a 2p core-hole and 3d electrons are rigorously taken
into account. All ligand field effects are included by using
molecular spinors instead of atomic spinors. Experimental
spectra from many compounds with different d-electron

155107-11098-0121/2011/83(15)/155107(13) ©2011 American Physical Society

JPCC 115, 11871 (2011).
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Ni-L2,3 ELNES of LiNiO2 and Related Compounds

LiNiO2: Model cathode material with layered rocksalt structure

T. Ohzuku et al., Electrochimica Acta 38 (1993) 1159.
Ni-O bond length, magnetic susceptibility
Ni3+, low-spin

L. A. Montoro et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. 309 (1999) 14. 
Ni L2,3-XAS
Ni2+, charge transfer from oxygen to Ni

H. Ikeno, I. Tanaka, Y. Koyama, T. Mizoguchi, Phys. Rev. B 72, 075123 (2005).
Y. Koyama, T. Mizoguchi, H. Ikeno, I. Tanaka, J. Phys. Chem. B 109, 10749 (2005).

• TEM-ELNES measurements of Ni L2,3-edges
in LiNiO2 and related compounds
(bulk sensitive)

• Ab-initio multiplet calculations Ni L2,3-edges
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Ni-L2,3 ELNES of LiNiO2 and Related Compounds

Experiment Theory

NiO2

LiNiO2

NiO

Ni4+ low-spin

Ni3+ low-spin

Ni2+

Theory: Ikeno et al., Phys. Rev. B 72, 075123 (2005).
Experiments: Y. Koyama et al., J. Phys. Chem. B 109, 10749 (2005).
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Redox on Li2MnO3 Cathode Material

Mn-redox mechanism
Li2Mn4+O3 → Li+ + e- + LiMn5+O3

2-

O-redox mechanism
Li2Mn4+O3 → Li+ + e- + LiMn4+O3

1.67-

Mn-L2,3 XAS + Ab-initio calculations
direct information of Mn-3d states

Li2MnO3: reference compound for Li-excess cathode material

monoclinic
(C2/m)

Mn-K (1s→4p) XAS 
[Yu et al., J. Electrochem. Soc. 156, A417 (2009).]

DFT calculations
[Koyama et al., J. Power Sources 189, 798 (2009).]

Kubobuchi, Ikeno, Mizoguchi et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 053906 (2014). 15



Mn-L2,3 XAS of LixMnO3

the present method has enough potential to reproduce the
spectrum of an arbitrary model. In comparison, it is clearly
seen that the calculated spectra with Mn5þ had a large
shoulder on the lower energy side of peak C (as indicated by
the arrow). Furthermore, the spectrum of Mn5þ shifted to a
higher energy side. Those spectral changes were not
observed in the experiment. Since the present calculation
method has the potential to reproduce the experimental
spectrum, this clear discrepancy between the calculation and
the experiment indicates that the assumption that the va-
lence state of Mn changed from 4þ to 5þ during the redox
reaction via the redox reaction (1) is not suitable to describe
the changes of the experimental Mn L2,3 edges due to the Li
de-intercalation.

The theoretical spectra of another model, namely, redox
reaction (2), in which the valence state of Mn did not change
during the redox reaction, were also calculated. The results
are shown in Figure 5. The crystal structures were optimized
before and after Li intercalation by using the first principles
PAW calculation, and the spectra were calculated under the
assumption that Mn is 4þ. The partially de-intercalated
Li1.5MnO3 was reproduced by introducing Li-vacancy in the
Madelung potential. As shown in Figure 5, the theoretical
Mn-L2,3 XANESs have similar shapes in the three com-
pounds, but small changes in spectral shapes can be found;
the valley between peaks A and B became shallower and the
intensity of peak B increased as the Li composition
decreased. The intensity of peak C also depended on the Li
composition. Those spectral changes in the calculation defi-
nitely correspond to those in the experimental spectra shown
in Fig. 3. Namely, the spectral changes observed in the
experiments were not caused by the change of the valence
state of Mn but by the changes in the atomic coordination
around Mn during the Li-ion de-intercalation.

Those experimental and theoretical results shown in
Figures 3–5 commonly indicate that the valence state of Mn
remained at 4þ during charging and redox reaction (2) of
Li2MnO3. Our result supports the theoretical prediction
reported by Koyama et al.5

In summary, the redox reaction of Li2.0MnO3

! Li1.0MnO3 was investigated by using Mn L2,3 XANES
combined with ab initio multiplet calculation. Small but clear
spectral changes were observed in Mn-L2,3 XANES during
the redox reaction of Li2.0MnO3! Li1.0MnO3. By using sys-
tematic calculations of Mn-L2,3 XANES, it was found that a
model in which the valence state of Mn is changed from
Mn4þ ! Mn5þ is not suitable for reproducing the spectral
changes in the experiment. The dependence of Mn-L2,3 spec-
tra on the Li compositions can be explained by the changes of
the local atomic structures around the Mn4þ ions. In other
words, the assumption that the valence state of Mn is not

FIG. 3. Experimental Mn-L2,3 XANES spectra of LixMnO3(x¼ 2.00 – 1.00).

FIG. 4. Calculated Mn-L2,3 XANES of Li1.00Mn4þO3 and Li1.00Mn5þO3.

FIG. 5. Calculated Mn-L2,3 XANES of LixMn4þO3 (x¼ 2.00, 1.50, 1.00).

053906-3 Kubobuchi et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 053906 (2014)
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higher energy side. Those spectral changes were not
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lence state of Mn changed from 4þ to 5þ during the redox
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before and after Li intercalation by using the first principles
PAW calculation, and the spectra were calculated under the
assumption that Mn is 4þ. The partially de-intercalated
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Madelung potential. As shown in Figure 5, the theoretical
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composition. Those spectral changes in the calculation defi-
nitely correspond to those in the experimental spectra shown
in Fig. 3. Namely, the spectral changes observed in the
experiments were not caused by the change of the valence
state of Mn but by the changes in the atomic coordination
around Mn during the Li-ion de-intercalation.
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Ab-initio calculations
Li1.00MnO3 (Mn4+ and Mn5+)

Mn ions are 4+ states in Li1.00MnO3
Mn4+/Mn5+-redox mechanism cannot explain the results

L3 L2

BL2@Ritsumeikan SR

16Kubobuchi, Ikeno, Mizoguchi et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 053906 (2014).



the present method has enough potential to reproduce the
spectrum of an arbitrary model. In comparison, it is clearly
seen that the calculated spectra with Mn5þ had a large
shoulder on the lower energy side of peak C (as indicated by
the arrow). Furthermore, the spectrum of Mn5þ shifted to a
higher energy side. Those spectral changes were not
observed in the experiment. Since the present calculation
method has the potential to reproduce the experimental
spectrum, this clear discrepancy between the calculation and
the experiment indicates that the assumption that the va-
lence state of Mn changed from 4þ to 5þ during the redox
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the changes of the experimental Mn L2,3 edges due to the Li
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FIG. 3. Experimental Mn-L2,3 XANES spectra of LixMnO3(x¼ 2.00 – 1.00).

FIG. 4. Calculated Mn-L2,3 XANES of Li1.00Mn4þO3 and Li1.00Mn5þO3.

FIG. 5. Calculated Mn-L2,3 XANES of LixMn4þO3 (x¼ 2.00, 1.50, 1.00).
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Ab-initio calculations
LixMnO3, x = 1.0,1.5,2.0 (Mn4+)

Mn-L2,3 XAS of LixMnO3

The changes of spectral shapes are
due to

• Changes of electrostatic potential 
• Local distortion around Mn ions

Li vacancy (+0)Li ion (+1)

Li1.00MnO3

17Kubobuchi, Ikeno, Mizoguchi et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 053906 (2014).



Effects of the Jahn-Teller Distortion
Mn-L2,3 XAS of LiMnO2 (Mn3+, d4)

with JT distortion

without JT distortion
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Effects of the Jahn-Teller Distortion

without JT distortion
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detected by measuring 
orientation dependence

Mn-L2,3 XAS of LiMnO2 (Mn3+, d4)
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Summary

Development of an ab-initio method for transition 
metals L2,3 XAS

• Full-relativistic MO calculation using cluster models
• Configuration interaction calculations for multiplet levels
• Applicable to arbitrary atomic & spin arrangements
• Quantitatively reproduce & predict experimental spectra

High quality XAS measurements
+ Ab-initio multiplet calculations
= Unique & powerful technique for the
characterization of TM in cathode materials

Identify chemical states, spin states, local symmetries etc.
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